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Letter from the Editor
Welcome to our first ever American Llama Sires Edition!
Growing up reading Llama Magazines and looking through Celebrity
Sale catalogs, it was always a great joy to see well made advertisements of
popular herdsires. The Llamas Magazine Herdsire Edition and Llama Banner
Jewels were always highlights of the year. We are thrilled to continue that
tradition with American Llama Sires.
Excellent breeders from across the country have participated with
advertisements for their outstanding sires. The next time you’re at a show and
you ask “Wow, who’s that llama?” you probably saw its sire in this issue.
Each of the herdsire sponsors featured on the front cover of the
magazine has two pages inside to tell you more about their farm, and share
their special males. We are thrilled to have such an excellent group of males
grace the cover of American Llama.
The feature article for this issue is an interview with Nel Vickers about
the 1993 Peruvian Selection sale. Many great sires sold in that sale, and we
will be sharing photos and information about several of them in the coming
pages, along with artifacts and photos from the sale, and some wonderful
memories from Nel. We love this article!
We hope you enjoy the other articles in this issue related to
conformation, carting, training, buying, farm setup, and breeding. We have
included something for everyone in this issue.
Happy Reading,
-Kyle Mumford
About the Editor
Kyle Mumford and his wife Jerrika
live in Ridgefield, WA and own
Volcano View Ranch, a herd of
approximately 25 llamas.
The Mumford family has owned
llamas since 1980.
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THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS!
Herdsire Sponsors
GNLC Tesio
Steve and Sue Rolfing
Great Northern Ranch
Columbia Falls, MT

WOL Chiri Tumalo
Rick and Mary Adams
Wild Oak Llamas
Bend, OR

www.gnranch.com

www.WildOakLlamas.com

CTF Renegade’s Vigilante
Wil and Sherri Tallmon
Hidden Oaks Llama Ranch
Estacada, OR

JNK Marisco’s Versace
Sonya and Clark Salisbury
Double S Llama Ranch
Clyde, TX

www.HiddenOaksLlamaRanch.com

www.DoubleSLlamaRanch.com

SRLL Meraxes
Harvey & Lisa Pool
Rock Creek Farm & Llama Company
Abbeville, GA

Rebano Escondido Caramel Delight
Cameron Thornberg
Caledonia Llamas
Knox, ND

www.RockCreekLlamas.com

www.CaledoniaLlamas.com

GNLC Fortunate Son
Pam Campbell and Michael Scornavacchi
Spooky Nook Farm
Manheim, PA

Argentine Alonzo
Deb and Don Yeagle
Lofty Pine Argentine Llamas
Lindsey, OH

www.SpookyNookFarm.com

www.ArgentineLlama.com
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THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS!
Bronze Sponsors
Mark and Susan Smith
Mark Smith Farms
Crawfordsville, IN

Kris & Jason Kolhoff
Tydi Acres Farm
Racine, MN

Amanda and Adam Wick
Party Barn Llama Farm
Spokane, WA

www.MarkSmithLlamas.com

www.TydiAcresFarm.com

Partybarnllamafarm@gmail.com

David Welch
Red Ryder Llamas & Plaid Swan Ranch
Kalispell, MT
www.redryderllamas.com
www.plaidswanranch.com

Gregg & Jody Peter and Glenn & Joyce Laird
Stone Crest Llamas
Fort Atkinson, WI
www.StoneCrestLlamas.com
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Volcano View Ranch - 87, 88
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Rock Creek Farm
A
Winning
Tradition
All 7 offspring of Meraxes,
the 2018 ILR-SD National
Champion Silky Male,
shown at the Gathering in
2021 placed in the top 5 of
their classes.

SRLL
Meraxes

SRLL Nolo Contendre X SRLL Monique
2018 ILR SD National Champion Silky Male
2018 MLM Champion Silky Male

RCF It’s My
Party (f )

Rock Creek Farm
SRLL Meraxes Crias

RCF Nocona (m)

Harvey and Lisa Pool | Abbeville, GA
hpool@rockcreekllamas.com

www.RockCreekLlamas.com

RCF Chili
Pepper (m)

RCF J’dore (f )

RCF Tennessee
Whiskey (m)

RCF Silver
Lining (f )

RCF Annie
Oakley (f )

GNLC Sires 1979 - 2021

Othello was Great
Northern Llama
Company’s first
herdsire.
We began in 1979
as a commercial
llama pack trip
outfitter-guide
service.

Othello (Old Fella)
Long John Silver*
Montana Jefe
GNLC Top Gun
GNLC Liberty Valence
GNLC Catman
GNLC Prospectus
The Fiduciary*
GNLC TKO
Jet Fuel*
Anchorman
Zenith de Cascadia
GNLC Ransom
MCF Etol
Llanero de Temuco
GNLC Night Moves

GNLC Ripcurl
Peruvian Doc Martin
GNLC Dom
WSL InfaRed
GNLC Santiago
GNLC Silvertone
Dom's Cordillero
GNLC Merlin
Maddix
GNLC Hightower
Eskalero*
Sijama Ikandy*
CTF Renegade's Vigilante
GNLC Brunello
GNLC Tesio
*Leased or traded breedings

Our newest sire, Tesio.

Our 2021 crias are the

W
e are in NW Montana
near Glacier National Park.

most consistent group yet
in our quest to produce
beautiful working animals.
For 42 years, every GNLC
sire has been selected
with that vision in mind.

Visit us in person or online!
www.gnranch.com
Steve & Sue Rolfing
(406) 755-9044
info@gnranch.com

Currently standing at stud:
GNLC Hightower (top)
GNLC Merlin x GNLC Silver Lining
GNLC Brunello (left)
GNLC Merlin x GNLC Valentina
GNLC Tesio (right)
Sijama Ikandy x GNLC Lady Luck

GNLC Fortunate Son
Spooky Nook Llama & Alpaca Farm
Manheim, PA

www.SpookyNookFarm.com

Spooky Nook Llama & Alpaca Farm, located in the Lancaster
area of southeastern PA, boasts one of the finest stud lineups in the
country. Headlined by GNLC Fortunate Son, and MSF Mr. GQ,
Pam Campbell and Michael Scornavacchi have been producing
outstanding crias.
“What I love about
both of my herdsires are their
dispositions,” Pam said. “Both
are extremely approachable. Mr.
GQ is great with young children,
and extremely gentle. GNLC
Fortunate Son is easy to handle for
as tall as he is, with a wither height
of 50 inches!”
Fortunate Son is a son
of the great GNLC Merlin,
and a full brother to GNLC
Scorcher. Pam told us,
“Fortunate Son brings size to
my females and amazing long
and beautiful legs. Each one
of his offspring have great conformation
with long beautiful necks.”
GNLC Merlin X Sijama Zestie

GNLC FORTUNATE SON

Roxywood’s Mile High, a Fortunate
Son daughter. 2021 Grand Champion
Light/Classic Female at ORVLA, class
winner at MLM
Below: Fortunato, a son of
Fortunate Son

Spooky Nook Llama & Alpaca Farm
MSF MR. GQ

GNLC Crocket X Fabiohla
Two Time National Champion

The other half of the Spooky Nook herdsire duo is MSF
Mr. GQ, a son of GNLC Crocket. His dam is an ILR Dam
of Distinction, granddaughter of El Fuerte, and was bred at
Hinterland.
Mr. GQ had an illustrious show career including two
National Champion titles, and an MLM Olympic Futurity
win. “What a show career Mr. GQ has had! The awards are
numerous,” Pam said. “From the Gathering, to the BIG E,
he has acquired notoriety.”
Mr. GQ stands in contrast
to Fortunate Son, with his intense
black and brown coloration, and
solid build. Pam said, “Mr. GQ has
such extreme heavy fiber, that his
crias inherit not only beautiful fiber,
but bigger bone and broader chests.
Currently, we have a daughter of
MR. GQ on our farm, MR. GQ’s
CINDYLOU. We are looking
forward to her show career!”
The future is looking bright at
Spooky Nook Farm, with Fortunate
Son and Mr. GQ leading the way.
Summer Hill’s Equinox
Son of Mr. GQ

www.SpookyNookFarm.com

Rebano Escondido
Caramel Delight
Caramel Delight
is the son of one of
our great sires, RE
Doppler, and the
grandson of another,
RE Pacifico. He
continues their legacy
at Caledonia Llamas
with his progeny, like
RE Silvery Moon,
pictured at right.

RE Silvery Moon

Caledonia Llamas

RE Caramel Delight
RE Doppler x RE Fannie Tasia

Cameron Thornberg | Knox, ND www.Caledoniallamas.com

Gryphon’s Glory

Gryphon’s Glory, another herdsire at Caledonia
Llamas, has a pedigree full of incredible Chilean
genes, including: RE Pacifico, RE Nubarron and
Llanero De Temuco.

Crias Sired by
Gryphon’s Glory

Caledonia Llamas

Cameron Thornberg | Knox, ND

www.Caledoniallamas.com

WOL Chiri Tumalo
WOL Chiri Tumalo is currently our only home grown herdsire that
was produced by two of our home-grown llamas, WOL Chiri Rondo
and WOL Far Niente’. Far Niente’ is sired by our former herdsire, RDL
Prince Nikolai. WOL Chiri Rondo is by Silver Moon Chiri Alluro, which
to us was the most magnificent suri llama that looked like a llama
and not an alpaca. He has produced multiple grand champions.
What we love about WOL Chiri Tumalo, a beautiful silver and white
male, is his sweet, gentle disposition. He is always “ON” as if he
were standing before a judge with his head up, legs squared, and
tail set. Tumalo is such a regal, majestic guy. There is a set of rocks
in his pasture that he loves to stand on and
he appears to be overseeing his domain.
WOL Chiri Tumalo has had at least ten
Grand Championships, six Reserves, and six
Best of Shows. His last show was Cascade
in 2021 where he won double Best of Show
male and Overall Best of Show. We were so
excited since he was there only to introduce
two of his offspring that were in the sale.
Tumalo had 4 incredible crias in 2020 which
have all made us proud.. Tumalo has had 1
cria thus far this Spring and has 3 confirmed
bred due this fall.

Wild oak llamas | bend, or

GNLC Inspirato

Wild oak llamas | bend, or
Rick and Mary Adams

GNLC Inspirato is a very impressive tuxedo
male which we purchased from Great
Northern Ranch. His pedigree is full of
outstanding well known champions, such as
GNLC Merlin, MCF Etol (on top and bottom),
Kantu P5, as well as the Canadian. Inspirato
has a wonderful disposition, is easy to work
with, and is an aggressive breeder. Inspirato’s
crias have been outstanding. WOL Inspirato’s
Bowtie, one of his sons, was purchased by
Michael West and Jerry Ayers in a partnership.
WOL Dancer’s Dyamond, one of his daughters,
was purchased by Maryln Johnson.
All of the Wild Oak Crias in recent years have
been conformationally correct, with great
dispositions and attitude galore. Visit our
website to see this year’s group from WOL
Chiri Tumalo, GNLC Inspirato, MSF Summit,
and RGA Mach’s Duke of the Desert.

www.WildOakLlamas.com
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CTF Renegade’s Vigilante

GNLC 2020

HOLR Easter Lily

HOLR Sterling Fellow

GNLC Cadence

HOLR Priscilla

GNLC Cisco Kid

Hidden Oaks Llama Ranch | Estacada, OR
Co-Owned With Steve and Sue Rolfing | Great Northern Ranch

HI TRL VAUGHN
Owned by Al & Sondra Ellis

HOLR Monique

HOLR Storm Trooper

HOLR Paisley

HOLR Jagger

Wil & Sherri Tallmon
hiddenoaksllamaranch.com

Hidden Oaks Llama Ranch | Estacada, OR

Argentine Alonzo is a stunning, exotic
male from some of the best Argentine lines
available. His grandmother is the legendary
Argentine Machi. His dam is one of several
outstanding crias from the
Don Zunca/Machi cross
that produced Don Macho
and Pampita among
others. HIs sire is from the
ultra-woolly Argentine
Saltarin line. Alonzo is the
result of this outstanding
genetic package. He has
abundant fine fiber, a
great top line, and a
show-off attitude.
Arg. Acacio x Arg. French Maid

www.ArgentineLlama.com

Argentine De Troit is
from rare genetics,
bringing an uncommon
combination of two great
appy Argentines, his sire
Argentine MIdas and
his grandsire Argentine
Pecos. He passes on his
appaloosa pattern nearly
50% of the time.
Arg. Midas x Arg. De Atras

Deb and Don Yeagle
Lindsey, OH
Loftypine@yahoo.com

www.ArgentineLlama.com

Conformation Spotlight
Side View Conformation of the Front and Rear Legs
By Jerrika Mumford

This article is the second in a series on conformation, in which each part will focus in depth on one area of conformation in llamas. We consider ourselves students of conformation, we would not claim to be experts. This series will be a
learning experience for us as well. As we dive into sources, we will do our best to explain the strengths and weaknesses
of conformational traits and illustrate what they look like.
We will continue this series with an in depth look at the front and rear legs of a
llama when viewed from the side. The ideas in this article largely come from two
sources, llama conformation articles written by Murray Fowler, DVM and The
Horse Conformation Handbook, by Heather Smith Thomas.
Imperfections and Movement
Leg issues can sometimes be spotted when the animal is standing still. However,
leg and shoulder fiber can hide imperfections, or even make a well conformed
animal appear flawed. Watching a llama while in motion can help you spot imperfections that may not be obvious when the llama is standing still. Slight imperfections are normal, and usually do not make an animal unsound. Because
no llama is perfect, it becomes a judgement call on what should be tolerated in
conformational flaws. (2)
The angles of the joints, the placement of muscles, the structure of ligaments,
and the directional forces applied while a llama is standing or moving are all
designed to minimize excessive tensions and pressures.

American Llama Magazine

Why horse conformation?
Some readers may be wondering
why we are using a horse
conformation book in our llama
conformation studies. Many of
the knowledgeable breeders we
have interviewed have come from
the sheep and horse industries,
and they mentioned how many
conformational ideas translate
well from species to species. We
have found that pairing llama
conformation articles with horse
conformation theories has been
a good way to get a deeper
understanding of the concepts.
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The shoulder, elbow, and fetlock are cushion joints of the forelimb, and the stifle, hock, and fetlock are cushions of
the hind limb. Improper construction of these can cause a llama to be more prone to injury. Certain imbalances in the
structure of the limbs are more detrimental than others. (1)
In proper conformation of the foreleg, the leg should be straight from the elbow to the fetlock joint, with no angulation
at the knee. A line drawn from the base of the neck to the ground should sit parallel to, but ahead of, the front legs.
In proper conformation of the hind
leg, the cannon bones and hock joints
are directly under the pelvis. The leg
should be relatively straight from the
hock to the fetlock joint, the cannon
bone is slightly off vertical in llamas.
A line can be drawn from the point
of the buttocks down to the cannon
bone.
Pelvis
Hip

Point of
buttocks

The imperfections of the limbs on
the following pages are causes of
imbalance and impair stability and
maneuverability.

Shoulder Blade

Leg bone
(femur)

Shoulder
Arm

Stifle Joint
Elbow
Tibia
Forearm (radius)
Hock
Knee
Cannon
Fetlock

American Llama Magazine

Cannon
Fetlock
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Camped out in front - The forelimbs are angled too far forward. When the forelimbs are angled out in front of the
body, forward balance is fine but the stride length is restricted.
Camped under in front - The forelimbs are angled too far backward. When the forelimbs are too far under the body
it causes excessive pressure on the forward aspect of the joints and tendons on the backside of the leg are stretched.
This is typically a more serious flaw than being camped out in front and forward balance is impaired.

Normal
American Llama Magazine

Camped Under
In Front

Camped Out
In Front
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Camped under behind - The hind limbs are angled too far forward. When the hind limbs are too far underneath the
body, stride length is restricted. This and sickle hocks can look similar, however sickle hocks are a more serious flaw.
Camped out behind - The hind limbs are angled too far backward. When the hind limbs are angled behind the body,
there is wasted movement that causes a llama to tire more quickly.

Normal
American Llama Magazine

Camped Out
Behind

Camped Under
Behind
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Post legged - When there is too little angulation to the joints. This can cause compression on the bones due to lack of
cushion in the limb. Arthritis is a likely consequence. Work over a sustained period of time would be difficult for a post
legged animal.
In the hind limb, the hock is set forward and the tibia vertical. This typically presents itself as the entire rear leg too far
forward rather than under the buttocks.
In the forelimb, the shoulder is steep, the elbow is set forward, and the arm is vertical. This typically presents itself as
the entire forelimb too far forward on the front of the body.
Post legged in the front or rear legs both lead to shorter stride length, poor range of motion, and choppy movement. It
can be easier to identify a llama that is post legged in the rear than in the front, however, angulation in the legs typically
match so if a llama is post legged in the rear it will also likely be post legged in the front.

Normal
Front
American Llama Magazine

Post Legged
Front

Normal
Rear

Post Legged
Rear
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Common Front Leg Flaws
Calf knee (back at the knees) - From the side view, the knee appears angled backward. There is great strain on the
bones and ligaments, the front of the bones in the knee are compressed, and arthritis is likely. This is typically a more
serious fault than buck knee.
Buck knee (over at the knees) - From the side view, the leg appears angled forward at the knee. There is lack of stability in the knee and additional stress on the knee from forward and downward pressure that would typically be placed
on the canon bone. Animals with buck knees are more likely to stumble or fall. Because the knee is designed to bend
forward, this fault is not as serious as calf knees.

Normal
American Llama Magazine

Calf Knee

Buck Knee
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Common Rear Leg Flaws
Sickle hocks (bent hocks) - Excessive angulation in the hock places too much stress on
the ligaments and can impair movement and efficiency. The feet are too far under the
body, so this appears similar to being camped under behind, however the excessive
hock angulation is the cause and it is typically a weaker construction of the rear leg.
While cushioning is good, the extra stress can lead to issues. Backward extension of the
leg while in motion is hindered.

Leg imperfections, as well as other flaws in conformation, may be a trait that is inherited,
the result of a nutritional deficiency inhibiting growth, or the result of injury.
A llama’s forelegs carry a higher percentage of weight than their rear legs, so it is more
common to see lameness in the front than in the rear. This isn’t to say the lameness in
the rear can’t happen, but more importance should be placed on the front legs when
evaluating structural soundness. (2)
When evaluating a llama’s structure, correctly conformed legs are important, but other
aspects of conformation are important as well. Overall balance and correct proportions
of a llama’s structure play a fundamental role in the correctness of the legs. In our next
issue, we will go in depth on another aspect of llama conformation.

Sickle Hocked

References
1. Fowler, Murray E., DVM. “Form, Function, Conformation & Soundness.” Llamas Magazine November/December
1986: 45-53.
2. Smith Thomas , Heather. The Horse Conformation Handbook. Storey Publishing, 2005.
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Come Experience all
that beautiful NW
Montana has to offer!
Our herd is made
up of exceptional
animals from both
Great Northern
Ranch and
Wilderness Ridge
Trail Llamas
Offering farm visits
and on-property
treks, also available
for birthday parties,
holidays and special
events
www.redryderllamas.com

406-499-1135

Centrally located in
the Flathead Valley
and just 30 miles from
the gates of Glacier
National Park
Located in the
Flathead Valley,
Montana

Multiple cottages
with various sleeping
accommodations
for groups or single
renters
60 acres of manicured
grounds, peaceful
natural setting and
high end amenities
www.plaidswanranch.com

406-499-1440

Handling Your Herdsire
By Marty McGee Bennett

Are You Oblivious Olivia or Vigilant Victoria?
What is your Animal Handling Style?
In my conversations with camelid owners, particularly new owners, I find that they have lower expectations for adult breeding males
when it comes to obedience. Disruptive and obnoxious behavior is often excused if the animal is a “breeding male.” In my opinion
there is no reason that intact males used for breeding cannot be polite and cooperative around other males and females, even open
females, when on a halter. To be sure leading an intact male requires more concentration and heightened powers of observation.
With nothing else compelling to think about, it is a no-brainer that males will have their minds on matters of love. The trick is to keep
your males attention on you and to notice even very tiny hints that his mind is wandering.
Watch a really good handler lead his or her llama. It looks like a well-choreographed dance team. Notice too, that good handlers can
gain the cooperation of animals with which other people have trouble—it is the handler not the animal that is the issue. Good animal handling looks effortless—the handler looks as if he is doing nothing and the animal magically cooperates. It is as if the handler
can read the animal’s mind. What looks like mind reading is actually a matter of paying very close attention to very subtle behavioral
cues coupled with timely action to prevent attempts at misbehavior.
Animal handling is like any other physical skill when you get good at it, you can make it look easy—effortless. And like any physical skill becoming proficient means practice. Becoming an expert means lots of practice… with one important caveat—you must
practice what works. Lessons and a plan are important when learning any skill but particularly important when learning to handle
animals. Animal handling practice without direction is an exercise in frustration for both the animal and the handler. It is one thing
to learn to hit a tennis ball accurately by trial and error… tennis rackets are infinitely patient and will behave themselves as you grope
around for the correct stance, aim, and technique. Llamas and alpacas, having their own minds and varying amounts of tolerance
make the process of learning to handle them a bit more complex. It is possible, even likely, that dedicated practice with no objective
and no direction can exacerbate existing problems or create new ones.
American Llama Magazine
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The following are descriptions of two different handlers showing “Randy” the
Llama in the “Stud-muffin of the World Competition.”
First we have Oblivious Olivia: Olivia forgot to check Randy’s halter before
leaving the show pen and because nylon can stretch up to 33% her halter is now
loose. She is looking around—A LOT— but not really paying attention to what
might be important. She is experiencing sensory overload! Things that aren’t
really meaningful distract Olivia, for example her friends, her phone, crowd noises
and other animals too far away to be an issue. When she does look at Randy she
only looks at his eyes and ears. Each time Randy’s ears go back Olivia expects
a blow-up and tightens her grip on the lead. When she isn’t looking directly at
Randy she looses her connection through the lead completely or is puts steady
pressure on his head making him even more distracted and fussy. Watching these
two, one is reminded of an old Ester Williams movie—in this case Randy is the
ski boat and Olivia the water skier. It is ironic but holding steadily on the lead in
an attempt to keep your animal still is really more like pushing the throttle on the
ski boat. The harder Olivia pulls the more Randy pulls back. When Randy begins
to think about sniffing an attractive nearby female or picking a fight with a male
he needs only to suddenly dig in and pull harder than Olivia and he is off and
running… literally.
Steady pressure on the lead makes it impossible to detect small changes in
balance- the precursors of movement- therefore Olivia can only react after Randy
has made a wrong move making their progress around the ring look rather like a
couple of drunken sailors. Ignorance of Randy’s balance also makes it very difficult
to get him to stand still in the line up. Olivia is either holding steadily or she has
no connection at all a slack lead. (see drawings) When Olivia looks around the
ring she forgets about Randy dropping her connection in the lead which is what
Randy has been waiting for he immediately begins to wander off and because the
line was so slack Olivia doesn’t notice until his nose his under another males back
end! In the ring Randy is all over the place and because of the steady tension or
lack of connection on the lead the judge cannot adequately judge his gait. With
Olivia holding constantly on the lead with a death grip, Randy is actually using
the lead line to maintain his balance- making him look like he is walking on one
of those inclines in a funhouse. He is pulling so hard and Olivia is pulling back so
steadily that if she suddenly dropped the lead Randy would fall over to the side.

Oblivious Olivia

• poor halter selection
• Distracted
• Not focusing on her
llama’s body language
• Overreacts, reacts too
late
• Steady pressure, or no
pressure at all

Vigilant Victoria

• Good Halter selection
• Aware and Watching
• Mindful of her llama’s
feet
• Anticipating her
llama’s actions
• “light connection” in
lead rope, allowing for
balance

Now let’s watch Vigilant Victoria. Victoria checked her halter fit before leaving
her pen and knows it is safe, comfortable and doesn’t slide around on Randy’s head.
Victoria’s eyes are continually moving. She is not only looking at Randy but at the
other animals and potential distractions. She is looking at his ears, eyes, and tail
but also at his feet and most importantly looking for any weight shifts. Victoria
leads her animal like a defensive driver drives a car—with her mind 10 seconds in
the future. She is anticipating what Randy will do based on the actions of the other
“llama drivers.” As Victoria enters the holding area for the stud class she looks around
notices that there is another male heading her way, rather than tightening up on
the lead she looks around to see if there is another place to move so as to keep her
distance from the other male. While in the ring if another male comes within sniffing
range Victoria makes sure to keep contact (a light connection see drawing) on the
lead line and keeps an extra close eye on Randy’s feet. Randy shifts his weight in the
direction of the other male and begins to very slightly turn his head to look at the
other male Victoria knows he is thinking about a bit of mano-y-mano. Victoria, uses
a series of quick and subtle vibrational signals (these are so slight that an observer
would be hard pressed to see them) Randy changes his weight back to neutral.
Neutral means that Randy’s weight is naturally distributed over both front feet. The
most important aspect of this correction is that once it is given Victoria releases any
tension on the lead and returning to light contact. In this way Victoria is ready once
more to correct Randy’s balance when he thinks about moving. The secret to success
is paying attention to your animal. The earlier you notice a potential shift in balance
the lighter the correction can be and still be effective. Holding steadily would push
Randy’s go button as well as give him the mechanical advantage. Using a totally
loose lead would mean that Victoria will be a beat behind and any shift in balance
would have already happened before she could react.
Boys will be boys and they can be pretty single minded. Victoria will have to stay
focused, watch Randy’s feet, and use this same process each time he begins to
change his balance. Victoria knows that Randy’s feet reveal what is on his mind
before any other part of his anatomy and she makes sure to keep an eye on them
even as she looks around for other potential distractions. As a result of Victoria’s
vigilance, Randy carries himself in balance. His fluid effortless gait is obvious to the
judge as he glides around the ring on what appears to be a light lead. Randy learns
to listen to his handler and learns self-control rather than human control. And from a
viewers perspective it looks as if she is doing nothing at all.
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How do we transform an Oblivious
Olivia into a Vigilant Victoria?
•

•

•

•

•

Watch the hook on your lead rope, it will tell you exactly
what your hands are doing and give you immediate
feedback. When you are not actively giving signals to your
animal you should maintain a light contact in the lead.
(see Victoria drawing)
Observe other handlers in the show ring and try to guess
what will happen before it does. See if you can figure out
what good handlers are doing. I guarantee that consistent
successful handling is not a coincidence.
Always lead your male as if he was in the show ring. Don’t
let him practice inappropriate behaviors at home while on
a lead rope. If you let your male tow you to the breeding
pen it will come back to haunt you in the show ring.
Practice at home. Use simple obstacles at first such as a
series of poles on the ground. Obstacles will help you
keep your male focused. Once you are successful with
obstacles introduce some distractions such as practicing
over obstacles next to a paddock of females. Invite a few
friends over to stage a mock show.
Make sure that your halter fits properly! A properly fitted
halter allows a handler to use contact with the head to
shift the animals balance.

Breeding males generally love their job and are enthusiastic about
it. There is a time and a place for everything and the show ring is
not the place for romance. Learn proper and effective handling
skills and no one will know that you are leading an intact male
unless… they cheat and look under his tail!
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Stone Crest Llamas

Fort Atkinson, WI | stonecrestllamas@gmail.com

www.StoneCrestLlamas.com

Stone Crest’s Apricot
Timone x Reba

First crias
arriving
Spring 2022!

Mystery’s Timone
Celebrity and
LFA World
Futurity
Champion
Sire of
Champions
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Stone Crest’s Esmerelda
Timone x Ebony

Stone Crest’s Fletcher
Timone x Fiona
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Gray Cloud
Multiple Advanced
Performance Champion

Amanda and Adam Wick

PBLF Meeko

Spokane WA | partybarnllamafarm@gmail.com

PBLF Grandmother Willow
Thank you Tallmons for letting us purchase HOLR Penny Lane!

Sarah with
Mckenzie lake tusk

The Never-Ending
Stud Search
by Kyle Mumford

The importance of the herdsire in a breeding program can not be overstated. A
male that meets (or doesn’t meet) your standards will define your breeding program
regardless of what your breeding priorities are: personality, packing, fiber, show, etc.
I have heard many wise breeders say that they start looking for their next stud as soon as
they have paid for their last one. While this may sound extreme, I do strongly believe that if
you wait until you need a new stud to start looking you have done yourself a great disservice,
and are now more likely to compromise on your selection criteria.
Know what you are looking for and why
If you don’t know what you’re looking for, how will you know when you’ve found it? Breeding goals are essential. An effective brainstorming tool can be to list “archetype” animals: llamas you admire who show all, or most, of the traits you are looking for. Then dissect what it is that you like about them. Old sale catalogs are a great resource for identifying archetypes, and
picking out traits you love. Attending shows and picking your favorite animal in each class is another great activity to hone
in on what you’re looking for.
It is also important to be critical of your goals. Why are you breeding for that specific trait? As you dig deeper, if you find that
you are following a fad or retracing another breeders footsteps, you should do a lot of soul searching to ensure that you are
seeking the kind of llama you will be proud to produce when fads and tastes inevitably change. There would be nothing
worse than climbing the mountaintop that is producing your ideal animal, only to find that a totally different style would
have been better for the llama species, or for your individual needs. “Selective Breeding: A Case For Moderation” by Marty
McGee Bennett would be a great article to read while you are critiquing your breeding goals, it was republished in Issue
Four of American Llama Magazine.
American Llama Magazine
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Buying a Proven Male
As breeders purchase their next male, keep some offspring, or even retire from breeding, it
is not uncommon to see outstanding proven males come up for sale. This presents a terrific
opportunity for breeders. This opportunity is often missed because of the inconvenience of
making room, or because of sentimental attachment to the males one already owns.
Advantages
• You can see the animal in their fully mature form. No guesswork needed about if they’ll
grow out of that leg angulation, or if they’ll grow to the size you want to see. You may
even be buying the male at 10-15 years of age, where you can see how they hold up
over time. Buying young males is a huge gamble in this area; with adult males you get
to see the finished product.
• You can see their production to make sure they sire the kind of offspring that align with
your breeding goals. Ideally some of their offspring will have been in the show ring, on
the trail, or used in PR work.
• No waiting. You will be ready to put them to work as soon as they arrive.
• Price. Because of the inconvenience that comes with housing an adult intact male, they
do not always command the kind of prices they deserve. While many of the highest
selling llamas of all time were proven males, it is not uncommon to see a special adult
male sold at a bargain price. Even if a premium must be paid for a proven male, it may
be entirely worth it if they have a track record of producing what you are breeding for,
and have name recognition.

Ron and Gail Wilkinson of R&G Acres purchased Argentine Mach One from Gene
and Betty Moe of Llama Dreams. Mach
One was already proven and had name
recognition when he was purchased.
Males like this don’t come up for sale
every day.

Disadvantages
• Lack of availability. Proven males, especially ones of high quality, don’t come up for sale every day. If you wait until you
need a breeding male to start looking, you might find “slim pickings” for proven males.
• Possible problems. If you are buying from someone with less than honest business practices they could pass a problem
along to you. Does the male jump fences? Have they produced several defects? Are they having fertility problems? It is
wise, as with all purchases, to do your homework on who you are buying, as well as who you are buying from, to make
sure you are making a wise purchase. It should be noted that you can run into these same problems when buying a
young male, they just won’t present themselves as quickly.
• Inconvenience. As mentioned above it can be tricky to add an adult male to your farm. Unless you happen to have an
empty stud run ready you will need to build some fences, sell a male you currently own, or introduce a new male to your
bachelor herd. If you buy a young male you will typically have more time to figure out a space for them.
American Llama Magazine
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Buying a Young Male
Buying a young male is another way to get your next sire. Many
breeders have a fresh supply of promising young males each year. The
ability to buy a young male, watch it grow, and take it to shows, is a
very attractive option for stud shoppers. Some breeders may even be
interested in a swap where each breeder trades a herdsire prospect by
their lead sire, or a young male is exchanged for breedings.
Advantages:
• Availability. Male crias typically account for slightly more than half
of babies born each year. Breeders can’t keep them all, so they typically make a large percentage of them available for sale as weanlings or as yearlings.
• The potential to strike gold. Yes, buying a young male is a gamble.
Sometimes gambles pay off. You might get a male that blossoms
into the kind of high caliber male that a breeder would never part
with as an adult.
Disadvantages:
• Not fully mature. Young males typically have little quirks they need
to grow out of. A leg you don’t care for, a high butt, even a funny
looking head. “They’ll probably grow out of it,” you think, but then
again, they might not.
• Unproven. If they grow up to be everything you dreamed they
would be they will still have to show if they can reproduce themselves.
• Time. Buying a young male is a longer time commitment. If you
buy a weanling it will be 2-3 years before you see an offspring from
them, assuming they develop to your liking. If they grow to two or
three years of age and you decide they didn’t make the grade as a
herdsire, you have to start the process all over again.
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KVF Timone’s Pride was purchased by Chris and Venesa
Carter prior to turning one year of age. Since that time he
has won multiple National Champion and Futurity titles,
and has sired high-selling and award-winning offspring.
Sometimes the gamble of buying a young male pays off
in a big way.
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Breeding Your Next Sire
The mark of the expert breeder is one who regularly produces herdsires for
themselves and others. Once you have identified your breeding goals and have
assembled a herd that meets your criteria, it only makes sense that your own
program would be a good place to look for a herdsire prospect. While this may
be the best way to attain a herdsire it is a very slow process, and comes with
many challenges.
Advantages:
• You can choose the pedigree. Buy an outside breeding, choose your best
producing dam, and roll the dice to see if they produce the cria of your
dreams.
• You have “first dibs.” You can take your time, watch them grow, and decide if
they are what you are looking for. We have all asked about amazing animals
only to find out we are 10th in line if they decide to sell. If that amazing
animal is born on your farm you suddenly find yourself first in line.
• If they don’t meet your criteria then you can sell them to someone else as a
pet, or to a breeder if they have different goals than you.
Disadvantages:
• Time. Kay Patterson would always say “buy ‘em, don’t breed ‘em”. If your
foundation stock is not where you would like to see them, then breeding
WOL Chiri Tumalo was bred by Rick and Mary
them up will not be the best way to go about finding your next stud. Even if
Adams, who also bred his sire and dam. They
you have a near-perfect, genetically diverse group of females, using them to
retained
Tumalo as a herdsire, and later sold his
breed your next stud would still be a 3-5 year proposition.
sire WOL Chiri Rondo to Justin Timm.
• Genetic diversity. If your best females are out of your current stud then
breeding your next stud might not be ideal.
• No guarantees. You might spend ten years trying to produce your next stud, only to have the handful of good candidates
not turn out how you wanted. Or you could have a long string of females (the horror).
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My best advice is to do a mix of all three of the above options. Looking through llama industry history you will find
popular sires who were added to farms using all three methods. The Fiduciary was the result of the Taylors leasing a male
and breeding their own next herdsire. GNLC Merlin and GNLC Hightower, bred and owned by the Rolfings, and WOL Chiri
Tumalo, bred and owned by the Adams, are other examples of home-grown herdsires. GNLC Crocket and KVF Timone’s Pride
are great examples of breeders taking a chance purchasing a young male, and seeing it pay off in a big way. Now the Smiths
and the Carters both have outstanding males, the likes of which you are unlikely to ever see come up for sale. Occasionally
you do see special proven herdsires change hands, like when the Wilkinsons purchased Argentine Mach One, or when GNLC
Fortunate Son moved to Spooky Nook Farm.
At our farm, Volcano View Ranch, our biggest successes to date have come
from buying proven males. We have lucked into some special males that have been
doing great things in our program. But, we also recognize that luck has been a key
factor in our finding those males in the past, and that we can’t count on finding our
next great male this way. In the past few years, we have been trying to breed our next
herdsire. Each year we have planned some breedings where we were hoping for a
herd sire quality male cria, because we liked the parents and the pedigree would be
useful to us. We have also done a few outside breedings, with the expectation that if
a male was born we would be likely to keep it.
From these crosses we have had a few promising young males born, and we
have been in no rush to sell them. We wean them, and keep an eye on them until
they are nearing a year old. We have also added a couple of young males from other farms, and patiently watched them grow. While we are watching and waiting, we
work on beginning obstacles, pack training, and desensitization. Then if they don’t
work out as breeders we will have several good options for them if we decide to sell
them. It is our expectation that we will probably always have a group of 3-4 young
males on our farm that we are watching grow and training. That expectation has
now worked its way into my calculations for herd numbers and pasture setup. We
still think highly of a couple of our 2020 and 2021 male crias, and plan to keep them
around and continue their training. If they don’t work out as studs there is always
next year, and we are comfortable knowing that we haven’t waited until we need our
Beskar MVVR, a promising young male that
next stud to start looking. We are confident that our next great stud will be born on
we are keeping an eye on, and starting basic
our farm in the next couple of years. Then we’ll start working on the next one.
pack and obstacle training with.
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We’ve All Heard Of These Famous Father & Son Duos:
Kirk & Michael Douglas, Lloyd & Beau Bridges, Archie & Peyton Manning
These Father & Son Duos Are Making Our Farm Famous

Mark & Susan Smith | Crawfordsville, IN

Phone: (765) 918-1976 | Email: msfllama@gmail.com
www.marksmithllamas.com

“Our Name May Be Common But Our Llamas Are Not”

GNLC Crocket

Estevao

Multi National Ch. Get of Sire

2020 National Get Of Sire Ch.

ILR Sire of Distinction

Sire of 5 National Ch. in
2020 & 2021

Sire of 12+ National Champions

MSF Olivia

MSF Indiana Jones

MSF Esquire

GNLC Crocket x MSF Lindsey Vonn (Nat. CH)
2020 National Champion
Heavy Wool Male
His American
First Crias
are
Now Arriving
Llama
Magazine

Estevao x MSF Covergirl (LFA CH)
2020 & 2021 National
Res. Ch. Silky Male
First Crias Arriving Spring41‘22

Cadence the
Cart Llama
By Barbara Romano

A note from the editor:
Many of you know that in addition to publishing American Llama
Magazine, we also created and moderate The Llama Group (LMG) on
Facebook. Earlier in the year we noticed a big uptick in the number
of requests to join the group. We were suddenly getting as many
requests in a day as we used to get in a week, with many of the requests
mentioning cart llamas. Eventually we figured out that a short video
clip of Barbara Romano and her cart llama, Cadence, was going viral
across Facebook. As far as we know it wasn’t picked up by a media outlet,
it was just shared. And shared. And shared some more. Currently this simple 30 second
video of Cadence carting in a peaceful park has been shared more than 9,000 times, and
seen by more than a million people! This video led to hundreds of new members to The
Llama Group, who will now have beautiful llamas as a part of their daily lives as they visit
Facebook. We reached out to Barbara and asked if she would share a bit more about her
special llama, Cadence.
We greatly appreciate this opportunity to promote carting within the llama
community. Cadence was the first cria ever born on our farm, 3 years ago in March
2018. Her sire was 4L&M Ice Breaker, and her dam is Cadrianna ABSR.
Shortly after her second birthday, I began to notice an unusual behavior. Cadence would often leave the herd and
stand at the corner of the fence, watching our door. She seemed to be asking for human interaction. After noticing this
behavior a few times I began to realize that Cadence was bored. So, I put a halter on her and began walking with her around
the yard, teaching her the verbal commands for carting (right, left, whoa, and walk-on). Every time I said “whoa” she would
get a treat. After just a few times doing this, Cadence clearly understood the verbal commands.
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We were lucky enough to have friends Greg Hall and Vicki Sundberg to help
us get set up with an appropriate cart and a harness with proper fittings. The fit of
the harness and dimensions of the cart are all very important factors in the success of driving, and having these two knowledgeable mentors helped us get off to
a great start. When we hitched Cadence to a cart, she quickly understood what all
the ground training had been about.
Cadence is best described as smart, level-headed, brave, and dignified. She
is not afraid to go into unfamiliar territory and experience new places and people. She’s ridden on a ferry boat where she was greeted by several dozen tourists
flocking around her (which she enjoyed very much). She also made an appearance
in support of the Garret Torney foundation which assists veterans suffering from
PTSD.
Cadence is getting a Summer break from training. This Autumn, Pete and I
hope to take her back to the beach for a cart ride which will be videotaped for her
YouTube channel, Cadence the Llama. Carting is mostly about having fun and we
always make sure she’s having fun too. Although we’ve never urged her to run,
sometimes she chooses to run out of pure exhilaration. When we continue her
training, we will start working on obstacles such as maneuvering the cart around
cones. She will not be required to work hard at all, because she is expecting a cria
in Spring 2022. We have high hopes that her cria will inherit the amazing qualities
of both parents.
My advice for anyone interested in carting is to build a strong bond with
your llama before beginning the training. Not all llamas are well-suited for carting
and it’s something that should not be forced. The llama must be able to trust that
you will not ask him to go anywhere that’s dangerous, and that you will be patient with him. The handler must be able to trust that the llama will make sensible
decisions while pulling the cart. With Cadence, the bond came naturally because
she was born on our farm and I’ve spent hundreds of hours sitting with the herd,
simply enjoying their presence and photographing them. A good mentor is also
recommended when getting started with carting (and llama ownership in general).
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I became interested in carting as a safer alternative to horseback riding.
I’ve owned horses for over 35 years and suffered a leg injury from a horse-related accident in 2015. Our horses are now retired on our farm, while we focus on
raising llamas that are show quality with luxurious fiber and great conformation.
Cadence’s younger sister, Cypress, shows a lot of potential as a carting llama so
we will be training her too, eventually. We will also be exploring the possibilities
of fiber products with all this amazing fiber we’ve accumulated over the past few
years.
Last year Vicki and I decided to put together Steampunk costumes to occasionally wear while carting, because the costumes seem to enhance the somewhat
eccentric aspect of llama cart driving. Wikipedia defines Steampunk as: “a retrofuturistic subgenre of science fiction that incorporates technology and aesthetic
designs inspired by 19th-century industrial steam-powered machinery.” We will
probably participate in a Halloween event downtown this year with some sort of
creative costuming and decor for Cadence and the cart.
Most of all, I enjoy the daily activities of caring for the llamas. They are truly
magical creatures and have contributed so much to my own personal growth as an
artist, and as a human being. The llamas have also brought so many amazing people into my life that I never would have met otherwise. Hopefully a few more people will join us in the adventures of llama cart driving.
Click here to visit the Cadence the Llama
YouTube Channel
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Hendrix

VVA Bounty Hunter x VVA Sophera

Tydi Acres Farm

Kris & Jason Kolhoff
Racine MN | Tydiacres@gmail.com

Best in Show Winner
and Multiple Time
Champion!
This gentle
giant just
began his
breeding
career.
To the left is
his first cria,
TAF Hendrix’s
Watch Tower.

www.TydiAcresFarm.com

The Peruvian
Selection
Sale
An interview with Nel Vickers on the
1993 Peruvian Importation
By Kyle Mumford
Since the early 1980s, llama importations have added
to the genetic diversity of the North American llama population and the enthusiasm of llama breeders. From the first
importation in modern times, brought in from Chile in 1983
by the Keslings, to the 1987 Hartman Bolivian sale, to the
later Argentine/Chilean imports brought in by Paul and Sally
Taylor, each group brought its own style and had its die-hard
fans. Too many outstanding animals to list made the journey
north from South America, including many of the industry’s
legendary herdsires. Though each importation had its share
of outstanding animals, for me it does not get any better
than the 1993 Peruvian Selection, imported by Hunt, Schultz, Mizrahie, and Barnett, selected by Dr. Jim Vickers, DVM of
Maplewood Farm. Jim and his wife Nel hosted the Peruvian
Selection Sale where the imported animals were sold. Nel
Vickers was kind enough to speak to us earlier this year about
the 1993 selection and the accompanying sale.
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Jim and Nel Vickers established Maplewood Farm,
and a small animal vet clinic, in Northern Michigan in
1983. Nel said that before the move they were “basically
Chicago suburbanites running a small animal practice.”
The Vickers began raising llamas in 1985, and would
later add alpacas to the farm as well. Jim had a strong
interest in veterinary and nutritional research, but
Jim and Nel also became interested in breeding and
showing both species.
The 1993 importation was the first of three
Peruvian selections that Jim and Nel participated in.
These importations brought in amazing new genes
for the North American llama industry and launched
the alpaca industry to new heights. Prior to starting
this impactful work on behalf of the US llama and
alpaca communities, the Vickers received some terrible
news; Jim was diagnosed with cancer. Undeterred, Jim
traveled many times to Peru, and the import center
in Florida, even while undergoing treatment and
continuing his veterinary practice. The legacy of Jim
and Nel’s work continues to this day in the pedigrees of
outstanding llamas and alpacas across the country.
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“Jim is the one that
talked them into
llamas. I think they
just didn’t even think
about llamas because
alpacas were new on
the scene and exciting.”

“Somebody’s Gonna Do It”
The Vickers’ involvement in the Peruvian Selection started in
1988 at an ILA conference in Shanty Creek, Michigan, “Jim happened to
be the conference vet because we live up here. Tom Hunt came to the
conference, as well as Jergen Schultz and Phil Mizrahie. They all came
to the conference because they had already done llama importations,
and they were planning to do more.” Nel shared that Tom Hunt and the
other importers were particularly interested in importing alpacas at the
time, which were gaining in popularity and had a much lower population than llamas in the US. They were considering who they might ask to
select alpacas from Peru, organize the importation, and run the sale. The
Vickers were perfect candidates. Nel told us, “We lived where Tom Hunt
wanted us to live. He lives in Michigan, he wanted the sale to be in Michigan. He wanted a big farm, he wanted a vet on duty, I mean we hit all
the qualifications.”
Nel explained that Hunt, Schultz, and Mizrahie all joined the
Vickers at Maplewood Farm to discuss their importation plan. At the
time, the importers weren’t sure if they
would be successful at lobbying the Peruvian
government to allow the importation. For
more than 150 years Peru had prohibited the
exportation of camelids, but they began to
loosen those restrictions in 1991 (Llama Life
#27). Nel also believed that if the importers
had chosen a different person to select the
animals in Peru, llamas might not have been
included. “They were very excited about
getting alpacas from Peru; it had never been
done before. Jim is the one that talked them
into llamas. I think they just didn’t even think
about llamas because alpacas were new on
the scene and exciting.”
Importers Jergen Schultz and Tom Hunt at the Peruvian Selection Sale
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As the discussions about Jim’s potential involvement continued, both sides shared their concerns. “They were all concerned with Jim’s safety going into Peru and he assured them that he didn’t think that would stop him from doing it. What
he was concerned about was the industry. So he talked to a lot of our friends after that meeting and they said, ‘Jim somebody’s gonna do it. If you don’t do it, somebody else is going to do it. You might as well be the one so that we know that
good, healthy animals are brought in.’”
The Selection
Eventually, Jim agreed to take on the project, and arrangements
were made in Peru. Nel shared that an attorney in Lima helped to arrange
the visits with the Peruvians. A couple of young men who were familiar
with the terrain were hired to be Jim’s guides as they traveled to meet the
llama and alpaca breeders living in the mountains and remote villages.
Two of the guides would end up caring for the animals during quarantine,
then at the Vickers ranch in Michigan up until the sale. “I’m still friends
with two of those guys that are living in Peru,” Nel said. “They did very well
financially, we helped the locals.”
The trip wasn’t easy on Jim. In addition to the safety concerns, he struggled with the altitude. Partway through the trip, he even learned that his
mother had passed away back home. “For 30 days he traveled the mountains,” Nel said. “They would travel at night for safety reasons and in the
daytime he would sleep for a while. He got altitude sickness so he would have to go down for
a while, but he would get back up. He was a trooper. Jim was very excited about the selection.
He’s with all these alpaca guys up in the mountains and he would say, ‘Well, bring some llamas. Bring some llamas along too.’”
In a 1994 Interview with Llama Life Magazine, Jim Vickers shared his experience, “We had an
advance man contact llama breeders in the area asking them to bring their entire herds to a
meeting place, usually a small village in the mountains. Some people walked two days with
their animals to get to these small villages. When I arrived there were anywhere from 1,000 to
3,000 llamas. It was unbelievable!” Jim continued, “About 500-600 people would be in these
small villages and thousands of animals, without fencing or corrals. There were groups of people with their 30-50 llamas, separated by a few hundred feet. The people were able to control
their animals very well.” (Llama Life #27)
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Throughout the promotional materials for the sale, Jim
promoted a woolly, big-boned, large framed variety of llamas the
Peruvians call, “Chaku” (as opposed to the light wooled ccara, which
were mixed into earlier importations). He selected only animals free
of defects, and primarily animals less than 6 years of age. Jim reported
being impressed with the entirety of the Peruvian stock, with the
majority of the animals he saw being in good health with reasonably
good conformation. Even with the consistent quality of the animals,
he still recalled only selecting one animal for every one thousand he
evaluated (Llama Life #27).
Nel shared one of Jim’s favorite stories from his time selecting
animals in Peru, “First you have to understand that Jim didn’t speak
Spanish and they didn’t speak English so communication was kind of
difficult, but usually they could find somebody that could translate.
They would go into these little towns and they would all get into the
village square in the middle of the village. They would bring their llamas and alpacas and Jim would go through them and look at them.
And if he chose one of their llamas or alpacas they were very happy
and they got paid.” Nel laughed as she continued, “If he didn’t like their
llamas or alpacas they would hit him. Not too hard, and he got used
to it. So maybe that’s what we should do in the show ring, right? If the
judge doesn’t like your llama you could always try hitting them.”
From Peru to Florida to Michigan
More than 150 llamas and 250 alpacas were selected for importation during Jim’s time in Peru. A quarantine station was set up in
Arequipa, where the animals would spend 6 weeks before they could
enter another 90-day quarantine at the Harry S. Truman Animal Import
Center off the coast of Florida. Nel told us that the Peruvian quarantine station was a “huge building made of concrete blocks. They built it
rather quickly. Then they brought in all these panels and gates, where
they got all of those gates I have no idea.”
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Nel went out of her way to credit the duo of Peruvian herdsmen
who had served as Jim’s guides during the selection and then helped to
care for the llamas in quarantine in Peru and Florida. She believes that
the care they provided is one of the reasons they lost very few animals
during the stressful quarantine process. “They would go stall by stall
and walk them all around the building two or three times and put them
back,” Nel said. “Then they would take the next group all around the
building. So they did get some exercise.” Nel explained that the herdsman did more than walk the llamas and alpacas, “They had some animal
qualification so they were no stranger to spotting problems. And when
they did, they would call Jim. They wouldn’t tell anybody in charge at
the quarantine center, they would call Jim and say, ‘OK this is going on.’”
Credit for the exceptional care of the Peruvian llamas and alpacas
was also given to Dr. Jim Vickers. “I don’t think anybody could have done
Rylino, one of the Peruvian HerdsmanSale
a better job of making sure those animals were taken care of,” Nel said.
“Such good care was given to them in every way. He thought of everything: feed, toenail clipping, he even tracked testicle
measurements,” Nel laughs as she mimicked Jim. “‘Call me if they get to be 2 inches.’ The heat of the key west environment
was very hard on the males.”
Nel explained that Jim carefully planned the feeding program for the animals in quarantine. “One of Jim’s claims to fame was
nutrition. He got them immediately on some grain that he had formulated and shipped to Peru. The same thing in Key West
(Florida), they were fed the same grain. The Peruvians never fed grain. So they made it to the farm in relatively good shape,
probably needing exercise more than anything. They had been walking, but they didn’t have room to roam free.”
The animals flew in 747 cargo planes from Arequipa to the US Import Center in Florida. Nel remembered that Jim
flew down to build the crates for the animals himself, which were carefully constructed to ensure that the animals spent the
large majority of the trip laying down, in the hopes of preventing broken legs. After completing their US quarantine they
were loaded into semi-trucks and hauled to Michigan. Finally, the long-anticipated day came when the Peruvian llamas and
alpacas made it to Maplewood Farm. “I still remember the day they arrived here. Semi-truck after semi after semi. It was an
emotional day.” Nel gets a bit choked up as she continues, “These animals had been cooped up for 6 weeks in Peru and then
90 days in Key West. They couldn’t get down that ramp fast enough, but you know we’re talking about the back of a semitruck. They would come down the ramp and fly into the air. We did end up with one broken leg from this, so we had to get
creative and come up with a better way to unload them. We backed the trailers right into the huge hay field that we fenced
in for the animals. We didn’t grow hay that year.”
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“People Were Hiding in the Woods”
With the animals leaving quarantine, the importers and the Vickers began to get the
word out about an upcoming sale. The entirety of the llamas and the majority of the alpacas
were to be offered at auction on back-to-back weekends in October of 1993. “We did a lot
of advertising, of course. We wanted people to come to the sale,” Nel said. “I’m talking TV
advertising nationwide...They spent a lot of money on advertising and they did a heck of a
job.”
The excitement began to build, particularly in the realm of alpaca breeders and
would-be alpaca breeders. “Nobody was allowed to see these animals and so we had the
local sheriff patrolling around the farm,” Nel explained. “You wouldn’t believe it, but people
would hide in our woods! I couldn’t believe it. The llama people weren’t hiding in the woods.
It was the ‘I’m gonna be an alpaca breeder’ people. We would have to say, ‘Sorry you’re not
allowed to see them until auction day.’ The Peruvians were down in the hay fields which
were surrounded by woods. I think there were people in there with long-distance lenses
taking pictures. We couldn’t stop that from happening.”
The imported alpaca and llama herd stayed at Maplewood Farm for more than 3
months before the auctions. The Peruvian herdsman stayed at the farm and helped care for
the animals leading up to the sale. “They went out there every day and they would take the
animals out of the pens and into some open fields with no halters, no leads. They would
swing ropes around like lariats and control the animals so that they could get into the lush
part of the hayfield and you know really eat green good stuff. Then they would put them
back and bring another group out. They would just sit on the hillside whizzing those ropes
around.”
Nel told us that the final preparations for the sale became complicated because Maplewood Farm was split up by a two-lane road, with the majority of the alpacas housed
across the road. 250 alpacas, who were not lead trained, needed to be herded across the
road to where the sale would be held. “We called the sheriff and said, ‘Help!’ So the Sheriff’s
Department came and Tom and Phil were there. It was a big important day; we were going
to move these animals. So everybody goes out in the field, there were about 25 people, and
they all thought they were going to help. But the two Peruvians are going, ‘No no no. No no
no.’ So Jim made everybody listen because he totally trusted them. Those two guys moved
those animals across the road, up our driveway, and into the appropriate pens.”
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Pre-Sale Promotional Materials
Courtesy of Nel Vickers
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When it came time to groom, the Peruvian herdsman took the lead on the alpacas. “The alpacas all had to be washed
one by one in these great big water tubs. The Peruvians would just pick them up, put them in, scrub them and let them go,”
Nel said. The llamas, on the other hand, were to be groomed. “We had neighbors and friends grooming the llamas. A lot of
people volunteered like Hank Kaufman, Jody Sleeper, and Susan Tellez. We also had a lot of 4-Hers and we trained them on
how to work on wild llamas, because they were wild. They had never been in a chute, and they didn’t like being a chute. It
takes a lot of training to get an animal used to being prepped for the show ring.”
The Alpaca Lottery
The alpaca sale was first on the schedule. The huacaya alpacas were sold
in a pen sale format, with prices ranging from $14,000 to $23,500. Bidders were
invited to put in claims for animals in their respective pens. If more than one
person put in a claim, the competing buyer numbers were put into a hat and
the lucky buyer was drawn. By the end of the first day, all but 10 females and
17 males had been sold. By the end of the sale, only 8 males remained of the
145 huacayas offered for sale. Huacaya females averaged $18,300 and males
averaged $20,400 (Llama Life).
The suri alpacas were offered at a uniform $15,000 per animal, regardless of gender. They were initially sold in a unique “Suri Six Pack” format, where
buyers chose one male and five females from the suri group. Twelve “six-packs”
were sold (only twelve suri males were imported) for $90,000 each. Buyer numbers were drawn from a hat to determine selection order, with the selection
order moving each round so that the person who picked last in the previous
round picked first the next round. The remaining suri females were sold on a
similar basis to the huacayas.
Many well-known llama breeders purchased alpacas at this sale,
including Steve & Sue Rolfing of Great Northern Ranch, Tim & Teresa Vincent of
Vincent Llamas, Brad & Juliet Sprouse of Great Lakes Llamas, and Tom & Casey
Hoffmaster of Mill Creek farm. Nel told us that, “People came from everywhere
including Europe, Australia, New Zealand, and Ukraine. I mean everywhere.
Some of these people already knew a lot about alpacas but couldn’t get their
hands on them. It’s not an easy thing to import animals, not at all.”
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Pizarro, a Great Northern alpaca purchase,
co-owned with Tim and Teresa Vincent
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The Peruvian Selection Sale
The llamas sold the following weekend and drew many well-known breeders including Kay Patterson, Richard Patterson, Iris & Donald Christ, Hank Kauffman, Art Kennel, and Mak & Carol Kronn. The llama sale featured a similar lotto sale
that was held at the alpaca event, as well as a traditional auction. In the lotto sale, 84 llamas were made available, with pens
ranging from $9,000 to $16,500. Buyers were invited to put in claims on animals, but unlike the alpaca sale if there were two
interested parties a bid-off ensued. The llamas were claimed at a slower pace than the alpacas had been the previous weekend, but by the end of the sale, the majority of the lotto llamas had been purchased.

Bill Able conducting a bid-off
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A traditional auction was held for 42 males and 12 female llamas
on Sunday. The high seller was a three-year-old black male named
Negruzco, selected from the La Raya research center. He was purchased
by Richard Patterson for $80,000 and his name was promptly changed
to La Raya Peru. His most notable offspring is Silver Peru, making
him the root sire of popular sires BAL Renegade and CTF Renegade’s
Vigilante.
Kay Patterson purchased the second-highest selling male at the
sale in partnership with Iris and Donald Christ. A longnecked, light brown and white paint, who had left
quarantine a bit ill and thin. Kay would purchase the
Christs’ interest a few months later, and El Fuerte would
go on to be the most important male of the Hinterland
Llamas era. El Fuerte died of complications from a
pre-existing spine injury after only 3 breeding seasons
at Hinterland. In that time, he produced several sires
of note including Particular, Federale, Whist, and El
Fuente. Kay was the volume buyer at the llama sale, as
she also purchased several females of note from the
Peruvian Selection Sale including Nomada (dam of
Nevasca), Beata (dam of Besakih), and Picardia (dam of
Particular and Puregold).
Several other notable sires were sold at the Peruvian Selection Sale. Iris and Donald Christ of Llama
Woods purchased a young paint-a-loosa named Gusto, whose name
was later changed to The Peruvian Commodore. Peruvian El Gris was
a gray yearling when he sold to John and Georgia Moss. El Gris would
later be sold to Mike, Wendy, and Mandy Gerken of Hard Rock Llamas,
where he sired many outstanding offspring including Hard Rock’s Gaston and Hard Rock’s Bravado. Other males who sold in the Peruvian
Selection Sale included: Peruvian Pardo, Peruvian Apuesto, Peruvian
Bardo, and Peruvian Legend.
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Above: El Fuerte (right)
Left: Peruvian Commodore
Below: Peruvian El Gris
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Penny Flick, Stanley Stout, and Bill Able
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Jim Vickers and Mark Brant.
Mark would later conduct several
additional Peruvian Importations.

Nel Vickers exhibiting a sale animal
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Nel and Jim Vickers purchased a few animals for their Maplewood
Farm program in the sale. Their choices were highlighted by Peruvian
Patron, a gray adult male who had one torn ear from back in Peru. Patron sired many notable offspring; among them was Besakih, a Hinterland chief sire. “Patron was Jim’s favorite, and I’ll tell you why,” Nel said.
“He found Patron in a very unusual place. He found him at the University of Lima. At the vet school, they had a group of llamas. Their herd
wasn’t necessarily very pretty but Patron was a striking steel gray. So
Jim spotted the gray and said, ‘What’s with him?’ They said, ‘Oh he’s our
production macho.’ He was already proven. Jim questioned them more
and they told him that Patron’s daughters were excellent milkers, and
Patron had been chosen on this basis. So Jim said, ‘I want him.’ So Jim
brought his little secret home and every female we had from that guy
was one heck of a milker. Patron was pretty well behaved because he
lived in a different environment from the wild kids from up in the mountains. He was used to having needles stuck in him and those kinds of
things. I would say that was Jim’s favorite animal of all the animals that
he brought in from Peru. Both alpacas and llamas I would say Patron was
his favorite. We kept Patron until the day he died.”

“I would say that was Jim’s
favorite animal of all the animals
that he brought in from Peru.
Both alpacas and llamas I would
say Patron was his favorite. We
kept Patron until the day he died.”
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Peruvian Patron

Another male who Jim
prized was Peruvian
Lobo Segundo, a pure
white silky who Jim
used for breeding
before the sale. He
initially sold to Mak &
Carol Kronn, but Jim
& Nel purchased him
back about a year later.
Lobo Segundo
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Auction Materials
Courtesy of Nel Vickers

Auction Materials
Courtesy of Nel Vickers
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Maplewood farm peruvians

P. Gentilizo
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Alpaca Industry Impact
The 1993 Peruvian Selection was a major
event in both the llama and alpaca communities.
To see the impact of the event you don’t need to
look any further than Jim and Nel’s herd at Maplewood Farm. “We were focused on the llamas (prior
to the selection). We both thought ‘thumbs down’
to alpacas. The only alpacas in the country were
not very pretty. Fiber? We didn’t even know how to
spell the word. They were just short, squatty, stringy,
funny-looking little llama rejects, that’s what we
thought they were.”
I asked Nel about when her opinion of alpacas
changed. “I have to go back to Jim’s first trip to Peru,”
she said. “He called me when he got a moment and
he said, ‘OK forget the alpaca you have in your mind.
These are totally different.’ He was explaining to me
what they look like and I mean it was hard to imagine.”
Jim was responsible for bringing the first
alpacas from the Accoyo program of Don Julio
Barreda to North America. Accoyo animals remain
among the most important genes in the alpaca industry. “When I first saw
those Accoyo studs I couldn’t believe my eyes,” Nel said. “Number one he
breeds for size, so they were huge, and the wool was unbelievable.”
I asked Nel if she had anything of interest to share in dealing with the
world’s most famous alpaca breeder. “The man wore only alpaca,” she said.
“Don Julio, even his underwear was alpaca fiber! His hat, his vest, his shirt, everything. And that gave me an idea when I finally had a farm store. I thought,
‘I’m not going anywhere in public without wearing alpaca.’ If I don’t wear it,
who’s going to? ”
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Two Maplewood Farm Alpaca Sires,
born of imported Peruvians.
Left: Peruvian Catero
Below: Maplewood’s Peruvian
Accoyo Chaparrel
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Nel shared that she wasn’t sure if they kept any of the alpacas from the
first importation at Maplewood Farm. “We only kept back 10 and I think we
ended up selling them. People just so badly wanted these animals, and we already knew there was going to be a next one. We already knew ‘94 was going to
happen. And finally, in ‘95 we kept everybody. Jim wanted to sell them because
by then he knew he was terminal. But I was very wise in saying, ‘No way, I’m
going to do this myself. I need something to do.’”Jim passed away in December
of 1999, but Nel continued with their llama and alpaca breeding programs for
several years. Maplewood Farms became one of the first programs to show just
how powerful the imported Peruvian genetics were.
When we discussed
the broader impact of the
Peruvian Selection Sale
on the alpaca industry in
North America, Nel said,
“The Peruvian importation
did everything. It was the
beginning of the alpaca
industry as we know it in
the United States. Truly, it
was. It opened up a whole
new world to Jim and me.
Unfortunately, he didn’t live
long enough to see the full
impact. The first time I went to
an alpaca show after Jim was
gone was in Denver. I didn’t
have anything to show yet.
When those animals marched
out they were all offspring of
the first Peruvians. What an
achievement.”
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Llama Industry Impact
The impact of the first Peruvian selection on the llama industry
seems small by comparison. The llama industry was already established
with large breeding programs, a stable registry, and competitive shows.
Nel said, “I don’t think there were enough Peruvian llamas brought in to
make a huge difference.” Though the group of llamas may not have been
a revolution, like what was seen in alpacas, this group does stand as one
of the most important llama importations to date.
In my opinion, the number of influential males from this group
outshines any other single importation, including the highly sought-after
1987 Bolivians. Both Kay and Richard Patterson selected herdsires, who
were arguably the most important males of their respective programs
after their separation in 1990. It is difficult to imagine how different the
Hinterland program would have been without the addition of Peruvian
genetics. One of the winningest show programs in the country likely
would not have reached the same heights without El Fuerte and Nomada, among other Peruvian purchases.
The more impressive feat is how these 1993 Peruvians continue
to have an influence nearly thirty years later. Renegade and Vigilante
offspring carry on the La Raya Peru line, Tami and Lloyd Lash’s Bravado daughters carry on the Peruvian El Gris line, and Nastaza’s Raphael
offspring carry on Nomada, El Fuerte, and Patron lines. In our breeding
program (Volcano View Ranch), El Fuerte, Patron, and Lobo Segundo are
commonly seen in pedigrees. Many lines have faded out over time, but
the 1993 Peruvians appear to be here to stay.
Maplewood Farm Offspring of ‘93 Peruvian Imports
Wrapping Up With Nel
Nel dispersed her herd in 2010; a note on the Maplewood Farm
website said that the decision was made “with celebration, not sadness.” Despite no longer owning llamas or alpacas, she
remains active in both communities. She attends nearby shows, like March Llama Madness. “When I go to shows I’m just
bowled over at the beauty,” Nel said. “I think people are becoming excellent breeders. Maybe they learned something from
the old-timers, I don’t know.”
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She has also grown her interest in fiber arts. “I’m on the board of a fiber arts show; we do it every year. It’s all about
fiber art, now that’s what I do. All those years I was raising llamas and alpacas people would say to me, ‘Oh I bet you knit.’
And I’d say, ‘no.’ ‘Weave? Spin?’ And I would say, ‘No I just live in the barn, that’s about all I do.’”
Now, with more time on her hands, she has found that she enjoys working with this wonderful fiber that she helped
to improve through the Peruvian selections and the Maplewood Farm breeding program. Nel told us, “I don’t live on a farm
anymore but I still put shearing together for the Northern Michigan people. I get fleeces and send them to the mill and I
make these really artistic rugs that are strictly llama and alpaca. I use a lot of llama because of all the colors, there’s so much
more color usually in a llama group than there would be in an alpaca group. For designing on top I love suri llama. Suri fibers
just kind of cling and whirl around. So that’s my connection now, besides going to shows.”
As we wrapped up our interview Nel told us about the wonderful photos and print materials she had dug out to share
with everyone. She talked me through a few of her favorite photos and memories from the event. Finally, she said, “It’s important to me that this is archived somehow. I’m just overjoyed that this little bit of history is going to be in print. I think it’s
important. And if I’m doing this for anybody, I’m doing it for Dr. Vickers.”
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Legendary Sire: Peruvian El Gris
Peruvian El Gris initially sold to John
& Georgia Moss and Ty & Linda
Fehrenbacher. In 1996 he sold to the
Gerken family who said, “He was the
male that put Hard Rock Llama Co.
on the map!” He sired 74 registered
offspring, including Hard Rock’s
Bravado and Hard Rock’s Gaston.

El Gris was the 2001 Celebrity World Futurity National
Champion and ALSA Grand National Champion Get of Sire

El Gris Photos Courtesy of the Gerken Family
Photo Courtesy of Tami Lash
One of El Gris’ best offspring was Hard Rock’s Bravado,
the 2002 National Champion Heavy Wool Male in a
division of 112 males!
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Legendary Sire: The Peruvian Commodore

Photos Courtesy of Donald Christ
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The Peruvian Commodore, originally named Gusto, sold to Iris and Donald Christ at the
Peruvian Selection sale. He sired 72 registered crias for several breeders, including Bon and
Cindy Burgess of Feathers and Friends Farm. Notable offspring include Peruvian Comet and
Amigo de Peru.
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Legendary Sire: El Fuerte

Photo courtesy of Kay Temple (Patterson)
El Fuerte sold to Kay Patterson and Iris & Donald Christ. The Christs sold their interest to Kay a few months later. El Fuerte sired 62 offspring
including multiple Hinterland herdsires: Particular, Federale, El Fuente, Puregold, and Whist. In the article she wrote announcing El Fuerte’s
passing Kay wrote, “EL FUERTE was meant to come to Hinterland and be a blessing. I have had over 6000 llamas, and amongst them, many
excellent breeding males. So, it is no small thing for me to say that he is the best breeding male I have owned to date.” El Fuerte sired the 1999
ALSA National Champion Get of Sire, and was the first imported male to win both his ALSA GOS Recognition of Merit and GOS Champion awards.
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Legendary Sire: Lobo Segundo
Peruvian Lobo Segundo,
who sold under the
name “Dos Lobo,” sired
65 registered crias for
the Kronns of Rancho
Amorio, and the Vickers of
Maplewood Farm. Many
of the 1993 Peruvian
Females sold bred to
Lobo.
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Legendary Sire: Peruvian Patron

Peruvian Patron was purchased by Jim and Nel Vickers, who would own him the rest of his life. He sired 64 registered
offspring, among them were Besakih, Peruvian Ciervo, Peruvian Silver, and Chocolate Caramel Explosion.
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Legendary Sire: La Raya Peru

Photo Courtesy of Wayne Rankin
La Raya Peru, originally named “Negruzco,” sold to Richard and Linda Patterson. He sired 156 crias for the Pattersons, and
Wayne Rankin of Golden R Heart Ranch who purchased him in 1999. His list of offspring is headlined by Silver Peru, a chief
herdsire for Berry Acres Llamas, and later Spittin’ Creek Llamas. La Raya Peru is the grandsire of a Hidden Oaks Llama Ranch
sire, Eskaado, and the great-grandsire of CTF Renegade’s Vigilante.
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Stud Pen
Setup
By Kyle Mumford

Most breeding farms, whether they have 5 females
or 50 females, end up housing multiple herdsires.
Having options when making breeding choices is
too exciting of an opportunity to pass up, and then
the question becomes, “Where do I keep them?” In
this article, we will share ideas from the many farms
we’ve visited in recent years, as well as ideas from
our own small acreage farm.
Together or Separate?
The first thing to decide is if you’ll let the males stay
together, leaving you to put up with the occasional
GNLC Brunello in his stud pen at Great Northern Ranch
wrestling and spitting matches. While there are people who are still doing this effectively, it seems to be a less common approach
than it used to be. Of the farms we’ve visited in recent years, Rick and Sharon
VanHooser of Triple V Ranch are one of the few who kept intact males together. They also had far and away the most breeding males to choose from on
their farm, with more than 20 adult males. They have three or four groups of
males, so they are able to swap boys out to find the perfect mix of personalities. There were a few males who were kept on their own, presumably because
they don’t play nice with others. Whatever they are doing is working, because
I don’t think we saw a male give another male a dirty look while we were in
Texas.
A group of adult males at Triple V Ranch
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Some males do better with sharing their space than others, but even the most mild-mannered of males will
occasionally have wrestling matches to shake up the pecking order. Some of the things to keep in mind if you are going
to house your males together include:
• Fighting teeth removal and regular checkups
• Ensuring that one lower on the pecking order can still get to the feed and water
• Eliminating (as much as possible) things like farm equipment or other obstacles that could increase the risk of injury
if the males are chasing each other around
• Keeping the bachelor herd out of sight or far away from the female herd can reduce the amount of fighting
between the males
The benefits of housing males together include:
• Efficiency of feeding- potentially allowing you to keep more males than if you were housing them separately
• Less sheds and cross-fencing required
• Keeps males active and fit
Together or Separate - Part II
If you decide to put your males in separate pastures, you then have to
decide where to put those pastures. Here again the question becomestogether or separate? The majority of the farms we visit choose to pasture
their males separately, but condense them in a specific area, typically with
some separation from the females.
Mark and Susan Smith have a separate barn where they house the majority of their males. It is off to one side of their property, behind their house.
There is a garden patch, a driveway, and a large backyard between the males and the female herd. Three studs are kept in
stud runs with gravel. I am sure the males have “disagreements”
over the fence from time to time, but with the females so far
away this is kept to a minimum. Also housed in the male barn is
the Smiths’ sheep herd. When we visited a couple of years ago
the sheep were sharing their pasture with a couple of yearling
males.
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Above: a view of the Smith’s stud barn, taken
from the driveway next to the female pasture
Left: A closeup of the studs in their runs
(GNLC Crocket is outside the runs on a halter)
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Rick and Mary Adams keep their males on one side of their
driveway, and their females on the other. Tall, strong fences
separate the boys, who occasionally run up and down the fence
lines contentiously. They also have a large pasture that surrounds the male pastures where Mary’s old show gelding and a
couple of younger or more docile herdsires are housed.

The Wild Oak Llamas setup. On the left are the
female pastures, on the right are the stud pens.

Left: Wild Oak Studs MSF Summit and WOL Chiri Tumalo stand next to the
tall, strong fences in the Wild Oak Llamas stud pens.

Breezeway
A breezeway can be an effective way to cut
down on over-the-fence disagreements, or ensure that a male can’t hop the fence to get out
with females or to fight with another male.
The Adams had a large breezeway that accommodates a tractor or ATV to bring in feed. On
our farm we have added breezeways in strategic
places, primarily to keep the males from leaning
over fences to flirt with females. It is an easy way
to keep the peace and provide peace of mind.
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Easy to add breezeway
(Volcano View Ranch)

The Wild Oak Llamas breezeway
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Very Separate
On our farm, we keep our males in separate pastures, and have spread
those pastures out around the property.
While this provides the lowest chance of fighting between males, and
helps keep your farm a more peaceful place, it does come with it’s
share of drawbacks.
The downsides of spreading out your males include:
• Less efficient feeding
• More shelters are necessary
• The male will likely share a fence line with females. It becomes
more important that fences are tall and strong. Breezeways can be
an effective way to ensure that a male won’t get out with females.
• If the male is far away from other llamas they may experience more
stress and pace during poor weather (rain, extreme heat, extreme
cold)

Gravel Walkways
One great tip for stud pens is to
add gravel to their pacing spot. Not
only does it eliminate mud, it will
drastically reduce the need to trim
the males toes.

Steve and Sue Rolfing pasture their males separately, and have expertly designed their pens to limit over-the-fence interactions. At the time
of our last visit they had three breeding males on the property. Back
when they had multiple llamas studs, and alpaca studs as well, there
were likely more fence lines shared, and potentially shared pastures
with males. But with the benefit of 40 years of experience and a scaled back operation compared to earlier years, the
Rolfings have developed stud pastures that maximize efficiency and help keep Great Northern Ranch a wonderfully
peaceful place. A large garden space sits in between two of their man stud pastures. These large stud pens sit across
the driveway from the female herd. A third stud pen shares a fence line with the main female pasture, allowing Steve to
choose a trusted male who will be respectful of the fences to keep an eye on the female herd. Further down the driveway, on the “male side,” is a large pasture for young males and packers.
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GNLC Tesio enjoying his lovely pen, in sight of the females, but separated from his male competitors

Best of Both Worlds
Ron and Gail Wilkinson keep their studs in the same general
area, but they have no shared fence lines. Weanling pastures
and walkways separate them, but they are all a short walk to the
nearby hay barn.
Sherri and Wil Tallmon have three stud pastures that share a
barn with their large gelding group. They are separated by tall,
strong fences. They also have multiple small pastures spread
around their property that can be put to use if a male doesn’t
do well with shared fence lines, or for easy breeding access.
We hope that this article helps you to plan out your setup as
you consider that proverbial question, “Do we have room for
one more male?”
Stud Barn Halter
Hanging a barn halter in the pen of a frequently
used male is a huge time saver.

Argentine Mach One, next to his fence.
A walkway separates him from the nearest male
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Put
Some
Pride
in Your
Herd

KVF Timone’s
Pride

CriVen Llamas

Chris & Venesa Carter
Marshfield, MO
crivenllamas@aol.com
www.CriVenLlamaFarm.com
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Happy Camper
Llama Show
By Jerrika Mumford

The first Happy Camper Llama Show was held this year at Hidden
Oaks Llama Ranch in Estacada, Oregon. Kyle & I had been talking for
a few years about starting a show that would be more laid back with an
emphasis on having fun. Keeping the show affordable was also a priority.
We approached Wil & Sherri Tallmon about hosting the show at their 50
acre ranch and received an enthusiastic yes! Their ranch was the perfect
location with a mix of trees and pasture, and the Tallmons were amazing
hosts.
Our performance classes included an authentic trail course
through the woods. Exhibitors & guests picked a spot on the ranch and
stayed the night with their llamas at their campsite.
The show went as smoothly as a first show can go
thanks to excellent volunteers and judges. Our
participants were all helpful, friendly, and set the
tone for a fun and laid back event.
Before the weekend was over we already had people asking if there would be a show next year.
Save the date for July 15th-17th, 2022!
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Happy Camper Llama Show
July 15th-17th, 2022

A huge shout out & thank you
to everyone who purchased a
Happy Camper t-shirt to help
support our first show. Our
fundraiser helped keep entry
costs low, especially for our
youth exhibitors. We have
a new design for next year’s
show, check it out and add to
your collection of cool llama
shirts!
Visit the following link for
purchasing information:
www.bonfire.com/happy-camper-2022
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R & G ACRES

“ W HERE QUA LITY LLA MA S ARE PRO D UCE D ”

HOLR Vigilante’s Armani

Argentine Lumberjack

Argentine Mach One (ET)
GNLC Blackhawk
Ron & Gail Wilkinson
61542 Ward Road
Bend, Oregon 97702

RGA Stud Power!!!

MSF Rolex
Website: www.rgacres.net
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Breeding Practices
by Kyle Mumford

This summer we had the opportunity to return to the Taylor Ranch. While
we were visiting about all sorts of topics, we had the chance to pick their brains on the topic of llama reproduction.
Paul and Sally Taylor are among the world’s foremost experts on llama reproduction, though they hold no advanced
degrees in embryology or veterinary medicine.
In the mid 1970s, they began breeding llamas at a time when very little
was documented about llama reproduction or anatomy. In the 1980s, as the
llama industry began to boom, they owned one of the most popular studs in
the country, The Fiduciary. In addition to breeding dozens of their own females each year, they were almost continuously hosting females for outside
breedings. The Fiduciary is the most prolific llama stud to date, producing
344 registered offspring. The Taylors also owned the most prolific female
llama to date, Argentine Machi, who produced a staggering 22 DNA verified
crias through embryo transfer. In the late ‘90s the Taylors started to utilize
Advanced Reproductive Technologies in their llama program, focusing on
embryo transfer. For years they were ultrasounding and palpating llamas to
find out where they were in their cycle; breeding at just the right time, flushing
the embryo out when it was viable, and implanting it in a surrogate female
(whose cycle had also been monitored). It has been more than ten years
since a cria was born at the Taylor Ranch, but they are still a wealth of knowledge on the subject.
We came to the Taylors with a fairly simple premise, “How would
you go about breeding females today, without the use of an ultrasound, or
Advanced Reproductive Technologies?” We focused on how often to breed,
when to check, and other similar questions. We hoped to gain insights for
ourselves, and for others, who primarily hand breed and spit test their llamas.
Argentine Machi
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For our personal program, our conversation with the Taylors primarily served to confirm what we had been told
in recent years with regard to breeding practices. But, we have only been using our current procedures for a couple
of years. We had been told, years ago, to breed every three days. After consulting with our vet a few of years ago, we
shifted to a different plan. We were pleased to see how well our vets recommendations aligned with Paul’s. Additional
confirmation was found in an article by Dorane Strouss, who wrote about a seven year long veterinary study of llama
reproduction that tracked more than 3,000 llama breedings. Again, I was pleased to see alignment with Paul’s recommendations. Below we will summarize our interaction with Paul and Sally, our personal experience, and the Llama Reproduction study.
This article assumes the following:
• Hand breeding on selected dates
◊ Many breeders have good luck with field breeding. It is certainly less time consuming. However, that saved
time comes at the expense of less accurate due dates, increased risk of infection from over-breeding, and
less accurate spit-checking. The female will get irritated at that male who keeps trying to breed her and be
more inclined to spit, and the male will lose interest over time as they share a pasture and are regularly spit
at by the female. Both of these natural conditions serve to lessen the effectiveness of pasture breeding. With
hand breeding the male is perpetually interested in the female, and the female will be less inclined to habitually refuse the male.
• Spit checking at predetermined intervals
◊ As llama breeders, we are lucky to have such an effective method of pregnancy checking available to us atwill. This is the method I have used for my entire llama breeding career, and I can’t imagine spending additonal time and money to check another way (except when an ultrasound is warranted). For much of our breeding
season I check the majority of our herd weekly, as I have specific females in mind to breed, and let the stud
I’ve caught test the others while I’m at it.
◊ I have seen Steve Rolfing cycle through checking a half dozen females in ten minutes without breaking a
sweat because his barn is setup perfectly for this task. He puts the male in a paddock just outside the barn,
with a halter and a short lead rope. His barn is set up to herd the female he wants into a certain corner, shut
the gate behind her, and herd her out with the stud. The male runs her around until he is satisfied with the
check, and he grabs the male and starts over. I, on the other hand, can be seen performing the duties of the
herder, the gate, the stud handler, and the “get that dang yearling out of here” person simultaneously. This
can be quite a physically demanding task, a better way to go about it is to halter and tie the females you’d like
to check, or learn from Steve and put them in a paddock one at a time.
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This article will not cover:
• What age to start breeding
• Breeding problems
• Progesterone Testing
• Ultrasounds
Prior to the First Breeding
Prior to the first breeding it can be very helpful to learn the behaviors of your llama. This is one of the first topics that
came up during our conversation with the Taylors. Some of this knowledge will have to be learned over time, as you
spit check them. However, you won’t pick it up unless you are paying attention and jotting down notes on occasion.
A dominant female might spit a couple of times every time a male mounts her, whether she is pregnant or not. As you
learn this you will know that you should let the male try until you are satisfied that she is really serious about being
pregnant, and not just expressing annoyance. Some females will rarely spit, but instead run away from the male and
cluck. On the other extreme, a more submissive female might lay down even if she is pregnant, and spit after the male
has started breeding.
Males can be similarly hard to read. Some long time breeders with experienced males will insist that their male
can tell if a female is pregnant and won’t even try to breed her. Other males are more submissive, and might not persist
in trying on an open female that gives him a grouchy look. A good spit checking male is aggressive, doesn’t take no for
an answer, but is responsive to the lead rope when you ask him to move on.
It is only with time and attention that you will learn the intricacies of your individual llama’s behaviors. This knowledge will be a great aid to you as a llama breeder.
To Tease or not to Tease
This was the topic that saw the most disagreement between Paul, Steve, and myself. Teasing is the act of letting
a male mount a female to see how receptive she is, even if you have no intention of breeding her that day (or even to
that particular male). Teasing isn’t something we always do in our program, but we have seen some success in improving a female’s receptivity with the use of teasing. We won’t typically delay a breeding so that we can ensure that teasing
takes place, but rather work it into our normal routines.
For example:
When we are spit testing females, I will let the male mount the female who will be bred in the next couple of days
If that female takes a long time to lay down, I will leave her in a nearby pen while another female is being bred
Steve Rolfing is also a proponent of teasing, telling us that he prefers to breed only when the female “drops” right
down.
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Paul was hesitant to endorse teasing. “If she’s willing to lie down and get bred, why would you wait?” He said,
“That really is the test, is whether there is enough progesterone in her to make her spit. If they’re receptive then breed.
If they’re receptive, it means that they’ve got follicles that are large enough to ovulate.”
Dorane Strouse, in his Llama Reproduction article, was an advocate of teasing saying, “One good guideline on
breed-backs is to make sure the female is very receptive. If she shows even mild resistance, take her away and bring her
back again two days later.”
The answer to the question “to tease or not to tease” will likely forever fall in the category of personal preference.
For me I am seeing that the majority of females are only receptive for two breedings a month. That means that a mediocre breeding that doesn’t get the job done is a waste of time. I will continue to try to work teasing into our regular
routines.
Day 1 - The First Breeding
A few thoughts to keep in mind:
-Vet wrap on the female tail can help to prevent contamination for the female and the male, as well as increasing the
chances of successful penetration
-It is wise to physically check to make sure the male is in the right spot
-Breeding times vary from male to male. The length of the breeding is not an indication of how successful the breeding
was.
Day 7 - The first check
Paul’s recommendation for the first check was 7 days after the breeding. A female who is receptive on day 7 failed
to ovulate during the first breeding. If the female is receptive, you can breed again, but in most cases the female will
refuse at this point. “If they bred and you get a positive reaction 7 days later, that means that she did ovulate and the
progesterone is starting to go up.”
We also asked Paul about the potential merits of breeding earlier than 7 days, like the following day, or 3 days after the
first breeding. “We were always worried about causing an infection with repeated breedings. If you get a good breeding, there isn’t much of a point of doing any breeding for 7 or 8 days. I think any potential benefit would be offset by
the additional chance of infection on a female who was already on her way to becoming pregnant.”
The Strouse article/study is in agreement on this point, “The first big question is how often to breed them. Our answer
is clearly once each cycle…. We further believe that if you breed 6 hours later, a day later, or two days later you will
reduce your chances of pregnancy. Our data, based on more than 450 cycles on each method, says conception rates
are 27.9 percent higher with single breedings.”
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Day 12 to 14 - Check Number 2
Paul explained that checking about 2 weeks after the breeding will show you any females who ovulated, but did not
conceive for some reason.
The Dorane Strouse article aligned once again, “If you check on the 12th day, and your female is very resistant, she is
probably pregnant. If you wait until 21 days to check you are wasting a lot of time.”
Day 21 - Check number 3
The final milestone for Paul was around 20 days after the first breeding. “About 20 days in is when they would have
recognized they are pregnant. If they don’t get that maternal recognition factor they’ll kick it out. It’s not common that
a viable embryo would fail to produce the maternal recognition factor.”
Maintenance Checking
After the female has passed the 21 day threshold it is still a good idea to do occasional maintenance checking, as it is
not uncommon for females to lose the pregnancy. At our farm we generally only check during months where we would
be interested in breeding the female back, so the spit testing generally stops every fall and winter for 6 or 7 months.
Paul Taylor said, “They do lose babies after 21 days. And giving additional progesterone doesn’t help, we tried that.”
Dorane Strouse wrote, “Never stop testing… Females lose 7 to 15 percent of their conceptions, usually before the 60
day mark.” Dorane goes on to recommend testing once a week inside of 60 days, and then once a month after that.

We hope that this article provides you a resource, or gives you confidence in the practices you are already using. If you do something differently then we have described in this article please share your
experience with us, we would be happy to share additional theories on best practices for breeding in
future issues.

Works cited:
Dorane Strouse. Llama Reproduction. Llama Banner Volume 9 Number 2, November/December 1996. Based on the
works of Dr. Chris Herring and Dr. Walter Bravo.
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